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General Details:

 

 

Product Information(for each line):
 
Line Item 1 

 

Sales Information
 
Description
Property stream is DEMIL Codes C, D, E and F.

 

This will be a two (2) year contract with the option of three (3) one (1) year extensions. The extensions

must be mutually agreed upon by both the buyer and the government 60 days prior to the end of the current

contract.

 

Any pictures included in this auction are used for representation only on like materials and may or may not

be exact representation of the actual items.

 

Buyer will be required to remove and demilitarize/destroy 1,000,000 pounds of weight (without regard to

material content) per 5 day work week during the course of the contract as available quantities warrant.

 

Property will consist of, but is not limited to: Unsegregated steel (light and heavy), aluminum, stainless

steel, copper and brass, with nonmetallic material to include plastic, textiles, ballistic glass, Kevlar,

fiberglass, weapons components and accessories, aircraft components and accessories, tactical wheeled

vehicles with and without armor, armored skirts and kits, flight critical and sensitive components and other

components in various shapes and sizes requiring demilitarization/destruction.

 

Demil B & Q property is not normally part of the property stream, but on occasion the buyer may receive this

property. Buyer will destroy the property and treat it like Demil property and it will be added into the

total weight for the contract. All certification of the property will be certified destroyed utilizing the

Demil certificate signed by the DEMIL certifier and verifier.

 

The buyers site lead will meet once a week with the CDD Chief at the start of every new work week to discuss

Demil operations and priorities at the site for the week.

 

The property flow from the CDD will be controlled by the CDD Chief and not by the buyer.

Auction Number & Title A0003802 / Scrap from DEMIL Operations,
Anniston AL.

Contract/Sales Order Number 0049271383

Publish Start Date 11/09/2015 20:02:58 EST

Auction Closing Date 11/30/2015 20:06:33 EST

Sales Type Term Quantity/Sealed Bid

Contract Start Date 12/01/2015

Contract End Date 11/30/2017

Target Group/Business Partners

Bid Type Sealed Bid

Auction Duration 21 day(s)

Start Price 0.01 USD

Pricing Method Market Price

Market Price Index 4II

Market Price Value 0.06 USD

SL0000102 Scrap from DEMIL
Operations
Anniston AL.

DTID:-- Demil Code:-- Qty/UI:80000000/L
B

Fld Off:JSW9/DLA
DS Anniston CDC
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Buyer must obtain access to the Anniston Army Depot for all their personnel.

Buyer will obtain all required permits to perform Demil operations aboard Anniston Army Depot. The CDD site

POC can assist with this process.

Buyer may be able to work aboard Anniston Army Depot and must have a suitable facility located within 50

miles of Anniston Army Depot. Working aboard Anniston will have limitations, buyer must ensure they abide by

all base regulations and ensure equipment being brought aboard base is compliant with EPA, ADEM and base

regulations.

The three possible locations aboard Anniston Army Depot can be inspected prior to bidding by contacting the

CDD Chief to better identify the requirements to complete Demil operations and to ascertain the capabilities

of the government owned equipment that the buyer may be allowed to utilize when the equipment is available.

There will be no Demil operations performed without a government verifier physically on site while DEMIL is

occurring. If a government verifier is not on site to verify Demil operations, the buyer will not be allowed

to Demil any property until the government verifier is on site.

The buyer will act as the certifier once training is completed. Training will be supplied to buyer during

the pre-award phase. The buyer must submit completed certificate and a letter naming person or persons

authorized to sign as the Demil certifier for their company. The SCO will provide the training materials.

Buyer shall only receive credit for the dunnage weight when government personnel witness the weighing, or

when an agreed estimate for each particular load can be established between government personnel and the

buyer.

Dunnage is described as all packing and containers used to store and transport material to include but not

limited to cardboard and wooden boxes, paper, Styrofoam inserts and pallets. Buyer is responsible for

disposal of all dunnage material.

The final determination for all property and the demilitarization requirements will come for the Government

verifier and will be in accordance with current DEMIL manual DoD Manual 4160.28., Volumes 1-3.

Copy of DEMIL manual is available at:

http://www.dtic.mil/whs/directives/corres/pdf/416028m_vol1.pdf

------NOTE-------

The buyer will submit a detailed operational plan as part of the bid and MUST be submitted prior to bid

opening along with the monetary bid.

The operational plan will be used along with the monetary bid to determine the most qualified buyer.

The operational plan cannot be submitted using the sales web site; only the monetary bid can be accepted in

this manner.

The buyer must either FAX the operational plan to 269-961-7568 OR EMAIL the operational plan to

DRMSSALESBIDS@DLA.MIL to be considered.

Both the monetary bid and the operational plan must be received by bid CLOSING to be considered a valid bid.

When FAXING or EMAILING please reference the auction number A0003802 also ensure your name or your company

name is attached to this also.

Operational plan will describe how the buyer will complete the following:

1. Joint inventory of property direct shipped to the buyers facility.

2. Develop and maintain  a weekly report showing property received and demilitarized by DTID, weight and

location received from.

3. Develop, maintain and provide a weekly weight report in pounds demilitarized for metallic and nonmetallic
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weights to the DLA site POC.

4. Develop, maintain and provide bi-weekly report on current operational status of buyers equipment that is

used to complete daily Demil operations.

5. Develop and provide a transportation plan for property transported by the buyer from CDD Aniston to buyers

facility.

6. Detail your plan on how you will properly recycle all non-metallic materials and dunnage to avoid

landfilling when possible.

7. Develop, maintain and provide upon request, a spreadsheet detailing what parts have been harvested using

the DTID, NSN of the part and sold to information of the third party sold to.

8. Describe how you will provide personnel at the CDD and weapons building to safely and efficiently complete

inventory, transportation and Demil operations.

9. Provide a list of buyer owned equipment that will be utilized to successfully complete the required Demil

operations and the processing capabilities of that equipment.

10. Provide a description of security measures at your facility that will ensure all government property will

be handled and destroyed properly and mitigate the possibility Demil property being accidently released.

Please include  the following and provide other security measures you have in place beside the following:

a. Fencing height and type.

b. The type of 24 hour security you have in place i.e. cameras, on site security personel etc.

c. Secure area to hold un- demilitarized property overnight.

d. Secure area for joint inventory of direct shipments, area should be large enough to hold up to five 53

foot semi-trailers full of bulk property at the same time.

e. Facility fire plans with fire extinguisher placement.

f. Emergency evacuation plans.

g. Any photos you may deem necessary to best demonstrate your security measures.

The buyer could be required to work at four different locations, sometime simultaneously.

The four locations are:

1. The buyers facility located within 50 miles of Anniston Army Depot.

2. The weapons building, building 104, aboard Anniston Army Depot.

3. The CDD property storage lot.

4. At the CDD Demil processing lot.

Centralized Demil Division

Joint inventory of property will be conducted by the buyer Demil certifier and the government verifier prior

to buyer loading the property.

During the inventory at the CDD, if the buyer wants, the buyer will be allowed to sort and break down the

property from the dunnage to better utilize the transportation. The buyer must provide adequate support as

to not slow down the loading, inventory and Demil process or Transportation times.

Buyer will be responsible to recycle/dispose of all dunnage and packing materials after the inventory and

packing aboard Anniston Army Depot as well as at buyers facility. Dunnage and packing materials will not be

put into DLA Disposition services trash containers aboard Anniston Army Depot.

Weapons Building 104

Joint inventory of property will be conducted prior to buyer performing Demil operations.

A small hammer mill and shredder are available for buyers use at the weapons building for weapons parts only

and cannot be used for the demilitarizing of other property. However, this equipment may not always be

available.

Buyer will be required to supply two additional personnel and cutting equipment to the weapons building 104,

to perform all DEMIL on serialized weapons.

Weapons residue will be transported from building 104 to the DEMIL center for weighing and then transported

the Buyers site for disposal.

The CDD Chief or the Site POC must notify the buyer two weeks in advance for weapon Demil to allow the buyer

additional time to assign the required personnel.
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CDD Demil Location

Onsite DEMIL:

1. Shredding/Shearing operations only. Area is sufficient for both to operate safely.

2. Torch cutting will be very limited due to base regulations. (Buyer will consult with the base to obtain

permits and requirements)

3. ADEM requires appropriate air permits to operate at a "Major Source" with a Title V Permit; Buyer must be

able to meet ADEM requirements.

4. No POL drain and purging will occur aboard base.

5. No Demil of vehicles will occur aboard base.

6. Sorting of property will be allowed to maximize operations (but it will not obstruct production of

property being DEMIL)

7. Ballistic Glass will be taken to buyer site for Demil unless a protective partition is erected to prevent

residue from becoming airborne.

Equipment requirements for on base use:

1. Low emission engine.

2. Low fuel consumption.

3. Engine: EPA Tier 3 and EU stage 3A emissions certified.

4. High performance.

5. Low energy consumption.

6. Low noise emission.

7. Minimal dust formation.

8. Durable tools.

9. Double diesel-hydraulic drive.

Buyers Facility:

Tactical wheeled vehicles will be Demiled solely at the buyers facility. They will not be Demiled aboard

Anniston Army Depot.

They buyer will be required to complete all draining and purging of all POLs as part of the Demil process at

no cost to the government.

All normal hazardous material type property received, i.e. POLs, batteries (all types) and other

miscellaneous items will be recycled by the buyer at the buyers expense.

All Freon will be evacuated and reclaimed from the tactical wheeled vehicles before being shipped to the

buyer.  A Freon drain and purge statement will be completed and a copy provided to the buyer. If the buyer

does not receive a Freon free statement for the property, the buyer will not begin Demil of said property

and must notify the DLA verifier on site. DLA verifier will make arrangements for government personnel to

evacuate the Freon and provide a certificate. Buyer is not allowed to complete this operation on any

tactical wheeled vehicle.

Buyer will follow all local, state and federal regulations when dealing with the POLs.

Buyer will be required to demilitarize/destroy and dispose/recycle all non-metallic Demil required property

consisting of but not limited to plastics, rubber seals and camouflage netting.

Property will be direct shipped to the buyers facility from multiple DLA sites.

The buyer will be added to the transportation email list so the buyer will know when shipments are inbound

to their facility.

Direct shipped property will be jointly inventoried upon receipt at the buyers facility.

Buyer will be capable of receiving an estimated 30 direct bulk shipments per week.

If more than 30 loads are necessary, the government will inform the buyer ahead of time so the buyer can

prepare for the additional property.
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Buyer will provide a secure inventory area capable of holding five 53' flatbed trucks of bulk property at

one time.

Buyer will provide an indoor office space with internet access for the government verifier on site, capable

of seating up to 3 government personnel.

Property that is unable to be demilitarized the same day due to late shipments, equipment failure etc., must

be secured in a government approved secure area, that property will be the first thing demilitarized the

following day.

Parts harvesting is authorized for the following items:

Nomenclature    FSC NIIN  Cage P/N  Demil Code

WHEEL AND RUN FLAT ASSY 2530 011609569 41885 89305  A

WHEEL AND RUNFLAT ASSY 2640 015986466 19207 12342641 A

TIRE     2610 011714746 04NP3 309-552-321 A

TIRE     2610 013337632 04NP3 743-123-154 A

HOOD, ENGINE COMPARTMENT 2510 014732309 19207 12338940-1 A

ENGINE, DIESEL   2815 011687892 19207 12338770  A

ENGINE, DIESEL   2815 013191433 19207 12338770-4  Q6

ENGINE, DIESEL   2815 014428077 19207 12460163-1  Q6

ENGINE, DIESEL   2815 014395882 19207 12460163-3  Q6

ENGINE, DIESEL   2815   19207 12460163-5       Q6 

ENGINE, DIESEL   2815 014129289 19207 12447108-1 A

ENGINE, DIESEL   2815 014395881 19207 12460490   Q6

ENGINE, DIESEL   2815   19207 12469048   Q6

TRANSMISSION HYDRAULIC, VEH 2520 011612136 19207 12339746 Q6

TRANSMISSION HYDRAULIC, VEH 2520 013994691 72590 24202329 Q6 

TRANSMISSION HYDRAULIC, VEH 2520 014302765 72590 24205114 Q6

TRANSMISSION HYDRAULIC, VEH 2520   72590 24205225 Q6  

TRANSMISSION HYDRAULIC, VEH 2520   72590 24208605  Q6 

TRANSFER TRANSMISSION ASSY 2520 014527569 19207 12342643-1 Q6

TRANSFER TRANSMISSION ASSY 2520 011634999 19207 12340073-1 Q6

TRANSFER TRANSMISSION ASSY 2520 014092512 19207 12447125 A

TRANSFER TRANSMISSION ASSY 2520 013569197 34623 5937387 Q6

Recommended equipment to perform DEMIL operations:

1. Sufficient quantity of Plasma and/or torch cutting equipment to complete the demilitarization at the

offsite location not to impede DEMIL operations; recommend 5 torch sets and 2 Plasma cutters.

2. A mobile shear for larger items.

3. A Shredder with these minimum specs Minimum cutting chamber 41"x63" Minimum hopper opening 62"x88" Minimum

shaft diameter 7.4" Automatic reverse Minimum horse power range 150-200.

4. Shredder capable of shredding effortlessly large-volume material in the field of metals to include but not

limited to: Heavy steel, light steel, tempered steel and aluminum.

5. Sorting capabilities is desired but not required

- Wood: waste wood, demolition wood, root stems, green waste, railway sleeper, pallets, cable drums

- Waste: domestic waste, C&I waste, bulky waste, demolition waste, tires

- Metal: aluminum profiles and bales

- Miscellaneous: paper, paper rolls

6. Small Hammer Mill Shredder:

- Smart feed technology, one shaft (the main shaft) turns at a constant rate (speed).  The other shaft (meter

shaft) is a variable speed (often much slower) with the capability to sense the torque on the main shaft and

adjust its speed to alter the rate of feed such that the meter shaft only turns fast enough to keep the main

shaft operating at its normal full torque.  This process is much more efficient, by limiting the rate of

material feeding into the cutters.  This in turn reduces the need to perform multiple shredding runs and is

essential in controlling the particle size which is inherent to our requirement to demilitarize difficult

items such as small arms parts and turbine blades.

- Split infeed conveyor to handle 3 different sized turbine fins.

- Two different infeed chutes.
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- Blade 1 size 3.5 in. X 1.5 in X .5 in

- Blade 2 size 5 in X 2.25 in X .75 in

- Blade 3 size 7.25 in X 2 in X .785 in

- Estimated at 1,000 lbs. per hour of the above listed turbine fins or small arms parts.

7. Discharge conveyor to discharge material into Gaylord size boxes or containers. Conveyor discharge height

is 6' from floor.

8. Shear Tier 3, 44,110 lbs., Boom length 18'8", Stick length 9'7", Bi-directional auxiliary hydraulics,

capable of shearing large items to include but not limited to wheel and track vehicles.

9. Low emission engine

10. Low fuel consumption

11. Engine: EPA Tier 3 and EU stage 3A emissions certified - ecology and economy combined; EPA Tier 3 and EU

stage 3A emissions certified.

- SAE J1995

- Gross 116 kW

- 155 HP ISO 9249/SAE J1349.

- Net 110 kW 148 HP

- Rated rpm 2000 rpm

12. State certified scale on site to facilitate weighing of property shipped directly to buyer.

Time frames for contract award and performance:

1. Once notified that you are the potential winning bidder, you will have 5 working days to complete and

return to the Sales Contracting Officer your pre-award documentation, End Use Certificate (EUC) and

Statement of Intent (SOI).

2. A facility inspection will be conducted by the SCO or their appointed representative. This will be

completed within 10 working days of notification.

3. Once successful completion of pre-award is accomplished, you will be officially awarded the contract. At

this time you will have 5 working days to submit your escrow payment/bid deposit to DLA Finance office.

4. Once payment is confirmed, the SCO will notify the buyer and DLA verifier that operations may begin.

5. Buyer will have 2 working days to complete first removal and daily removals are expected for the duration

of the contract.

6. Buyer must complete DEMIL on property delivered daily during normal working hours. If unable to complete

DEMIL, property will be returned to CDD Anniston or placed in a government approved secure location until

the following work day.

7. Certificates must be completed and signed by the certifier and Verifier within 24 hours of completing

DEMIL.

DEMILITARIZATION SURVEILLANCE PLAN for various DEMIL required property with Foreign Materials Attached and

Unattached. Located at DLA Disposition Services central DEMIL division Anniston, Alabama.

1. References:

a. Sale Listing

b. Manual: DOD 4160.28-M, Volumes 1, 2, 3 and Encl.

c. Applicable DOT regulations with Security controls.

d. DoDI 6055.1, DoD Safety and Occupational Health Program, Enclosures 1-8.

e. Applicable OSHA Regulations and Host Installation requirements.

f. DTID: Various. (Includes direct shipments from generators and DLA Disposition Service

Sites)

g. NSN: Various.

h. Quantity: Up to 200,000 pounds total weight per day as available quantities warrant.

2. Referral Item and Description: Property consists of items requiring demilitarization or mutilation

such as: Serialized and un-serialized small arms parts and components, artillery and projectiles

parts and components, ammunition belting an linking machines and components, military aircraft

components, military training equipment, protective personnel equipment (body armor and

components), military electronic (excluding electronics containing hazardous components), fire

control, optical and guidance equipment (excluding electronics containing hazardous components),

auxiliary military equipment, spacecraft associated equipment, special tooling and components,

camo netting, armor kits, installation kits, ballistic glass, military vehicles and components, and

other Munitions List Item or DLA Disposition Services identified Controlled Property not identified

above requiring demilitarization.

3. Property Location: DLA Disposition Services CDD Anniston, AL.

4. Demilitarization Codes: C,D, E, F
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5. Method and Degree of Demilitarization:

a. Demilitarization on/off government premises.

b. Demilitarization within 50 mile radius of Anniston, AL.

c. Purchaser must completely destroy material using a shredding process that will input up to

8'x8' item and result in residue not to exceed 4in Âx4inÂ in size OR effectively destroy the

item to prevent reuse, recognition or reconstruction of the item to the satisfaction of the

government appointed Verifier. Automated size reduction prior to shredding is allowed.

The process must be able to pulverize (reduce to fine particles) cast iron, cast aluminum

and magnesium, and be capable of removing and demilitarizing 200,000 lbs. per day as

quantities warrant. This process will be used for the majority of the property stream.

d. Small end items (regardless of size) must be destroyed beyond recognition OR to prevent

re-use for its original intended purpose.

e. Any items that cannot be processed as above, due to size or metal thickness, such as heavy

armor plate, may be processed by torch or shear with certifier and verifier concurrence.

f. Parts removal, only parts specifically identified in the sale will be harvested. (see auction

for harvesting details)

g. The use of precision torch fixtures, precision cutting saws or precision tools of any kind to

minimize demilitarization is forbidden.

6. Purchaser not authorized to use government property. At no time will DEMIL required property be

used for its intended purpose, or DEMIL required vehicles used to transport, or serve as the vendor

work vehicle

7. All property will be located in a secured/fenced location. No property DEMIL will occur be outside

the fenced location.

a. All military marking and data plates are to be completely shredded and destroyed.

8. Equipment Required:

a. Purchaser will supply all equipment required to perform the demilitarization of all

material.

b. Purchaser must provide all Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) to their employees such

as safety glasses, hard hats, gloves, dust mask, etc. to meet OSHA and or Host Base Safety

requirements.

9. Removal and Processing Timeframe:

a. Removal and processing of property will begin no later than five days following award.

b. Purchaser will be required to remove and demilitarize 200,000 pounds of total weight

(without regard to material content) per day during the course of the contract as

quantities warrant.

10. Certified government scale is available (7 Frankfort Ave. Bldg. 282 Anniston, Al 3620) In

the event it is not, a certified commercial truck scale may be used at the expense of the

contractor. Both Metallic and Non-Metallic will be weighed at purchaser site with witness by

CDD personnel. Weight tickets are required to be attached to DLA Form 1367, August 2004.

Non-metallic weight is not billed but is included in daily weight requirement. Dunnage/Trash

is not required to be weighed, but will be required to be removed daily or as needed. Dunnage

DEMIL is not required. (dunnage/trash is wooden pallets, crates, packaging, Styrofoam,

strapping, paper and cardboard etc.)

11. Demilitarization Timeframe:

a. The same day which property is removed.

b. Removal and demilitarization of material must be accomplished Monday thru Friday

from 0700 to 1500. Removals and demilitarization may be authorized on Saturdays

with coordination and approval of CDD Chief or Deputy. Any property that cannot

be demilitarized the same day as removal must be returned to CDD Anniston or upon

approval of CDD Chief/Deputy may be stored at the purchasers facility as long as

they have a secured area that is approved by the government representatives.

12. Purchaser is responsible for any clean up and removal of any and all environmental spills that

may arise from the downsizing and or removal process. Spill kits and dry sweep/ oil

absorbent removal of debris are the responsibility of purchaser.

13. Purchaser is responsible for obtaining and providing all required permits and placards to

accomplish demilitarization and transportation. If an oversized vehicle or load is required.

Site will assist by providing a POC for base permits.

14. Purchaser is responsible to obtain all Base Badging for laborers (7 Frankfort Ave bldg.

367 Anniston, Al 36201) and transportation drivers with coordination and assistance from

Government. (forms will be provided and escort is needed temporarily) No Foreign
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Nationals are allowed on Anniston Army Depot. All must have state approved

identification or state approved appropriate drivers licenses and is free of any warrants of

arrests. They will be checked and will not be allowed on base if there are any outstanding

warrants for their arrest.

15. Property may be downsized or reduced by torch/plasma cutting or shearing on site to

facilitate loading.

a. Any permits required to torch/plasma cut or shear on site to facilitate loading must

be acquired by the purchaser from host installation.

16. Purchaser is responsible for ensuring that employees performing surveillance have been

briefed on the applicable safety procedures as outlined in DES-I 6055.1, Safety and

Occupational Health Instructions. Enclosure 4.

a. Government personnel or Buyers contract personnel will perform as DEMIL certifier

and government personnel only will perform as verifier with written appointment in

accordance with accordance with DoD 4160.28-21M.

17. Prior to award of property requiring demilitarization as condition of sale, the SCO of the sale

will contact the certifier, verifier, purchaser and property disposal custodian of the material to

ensure demilitarization procedures, sale terms and conditions are understood. Processing of

material will not begin until the aforementioned individuals clearly understand their

responsibilities under the sales contract and surveillance plan.

18. A pre-award site survey will be performed by government representatives to determine if

the contractor's facility is qualified.

19. CDD representative will accompany/escort the shipment from the CDD to the purchaser's facility.

20. Purchaser may unpackage, sort and segregate property at Anniston yard to sort metallic and nonmetallic

commodities so that this process must not impede a timely flow of property. This process

must be timely so that the DEMIL coordinator can process as much property as possible on any

given day. Enough laborers must be provided so that no bottle neck occurs at the site.

21. DEMIL Certifier and Verifier will weigh property on government scale or state certified scales and

weights will be documented on weight tickets and DD1367ÃÂ¢ÃÂÃÂs. Signatures of both government

employee and purchaser designee on all DD1367ÃÂ¢ÃÂÃÂs and weight tickets will affirm agreement of

metallic and non-metallic weights. If not resolved the SCO will be notified.

22. Government representative will ensure that proper loading and weighing methods are used and

vehicles are sealed. Any open top transport containers must be covered for movement.

23. Certifier will oversee 100% of material being demilitarized and ensure that the material is

being properly demilitarized. Any residues of material not fully destroyed will require further

processing until proper destruction is accomplished.

24. Verifier/Certifier will examine demilitarized residue if property. If DEMIL is not satisfactory

property will be further processed until the government verifier is satisfied with residue. Certifier

and verifier will determine if residue has been completely destroyed. Once material has been

inspected to ensure proper demilitarization, the certifier and verifier will complete and sign the

demilitarization certification.

25. A drain and purge processing must be done IAW all Federal, State and local regulations. See

auction for authorized parts harvest list.

26. Buyer is responsible for any EPA/ADEM requirements for permitting the draining and purging of

any and all hazardous liquids, gases and batteries from vehicles and or engines. All areas must be

kept clean at the end of each day with daily housekeeping. (No oily residues on ground or in

puddles will be tolerated.)

27. Method and degree of demilitarization will be in accordance with: DOD 4160.28-M Volume 3, as

per the DEMIL coordinator and or DEMIL verifier.

28. All armor must be cut into 14 inch by 16 inch sections, if original piece is smaller than the 14 inch

by 16 inch it must at least be cut in half. DEMIL Code C are key points and must be completely

destroyed and rendered as scrap. DEMIL key points may be lenses, weapons fittings or mounts,

joints or launching mechanisms etc. All Technical Data is considered DEMIL required and must

not be thrown away as dunnage. DEMIL of Technical Data must be by burning, cross-cut shredding

or pulping. All military marking and data plates are to be completely shredded and destroyed.

29. DEMIL Certifiers will be supplied by Purchaser/Buyer and be qualified by the government by going

thru on the job orientation period and taking an online DEMIL Course Buyer will appoint in writing

by name as DEMIL Certifier. DEMIL Certifiers must be available daily to inventory property with

DEMIL Verifier and oversee OR perform actual DEMIL/destruction of property and cosign all

DEMIL certificates with the DEMIL verifier.

30. If any property is MPPEH (Material Potentially Presenting an Explosive Hazard) the Government

will provide written documentation from supplying military service/generating activity indicating
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the current Âinert status of property to the Buyer upon his request. If any live ammunition is found

by purchaser it must be brought to the attention of the Government employee immediately and the

DEMIL Coordinator, Chief or Deputy must be informed and a SITREP filed.

31. DEMIL of weapons will occur on-site in building number 104, Anniston Army Depot, (Weapons

Building). Weapons DEMIL as prescribed by DOD 4160.28-M, Volume 3 require certain places

where cuts are to be made or certain parts of weapons must be destroyed. Government verifier will

mark and show purchaser cutter where these cuts or parts are prior to DEMIL. Government owned

shredder is available for use and government owned cutting rack with exhaust system is available in

bldg. 104. The only property for DEMIL in bldg. 104 is the property that is already maintained

inside of said building. No property will be taken into or out of bldg. 104 for DEMIL. Residue

from DEMIL will be stored in hoppers and released to buyer.

a. Buyer is to supply/provide: Laborers to push property/feed into shredder and conduct torch

cutting operations, setting and pulling residue from cutting tables. Buyer will purchase all

torch cutting equipment to include gas cylinders needed to cut property. Buyer also

responsible for attaining Âhot permit from Base/Host fire department. Historically,

DEMIL operations in bldg. 104 are needed approximately once per quarter (four times per

year) for a period of three to four weeks each quarter. (Normally two to three laborers will

be required for this DEMIL operation) or as needed.

b. Residue from cutting and shredding operations in bldg. 104 will be stored in hoppers and

released to buyer after certification. All residue will be weighed on government scale (at

DEMIL Yard) and signed for on DD1367 and weight tickets before release.

32. The onsite DEMIL processing will require a shear, and or shredder as described in the contract. All

Permits required: Host Base, Alabama Department of Environmental Management, (ADEM) and

EPA Permits will be buyers responsibility and at his cost to purchase and maintain. No drain and

purge will be accomplished on government premises.

33. Title of any property does not pass to buyer until DEMIL is certified and signed.

Packing
Loose on ground, packed and unpacked and loose in cardboard cartons, wooden boxes, crates and pallets which

are not included in sale must be removed daily.

Removal
CDD Chief Reggie McFadden PHONE: 256-235-5304

CDD Deputy Chief Gail Haas PHONE 256-235-4202

Site POC: La-Tanya Williams PHONE: 256-235-7961

E-mail: LaTanya.Williams@dla.mil

Hours of Operation are Monday-Friday 0700-1400 except Holidays

Weekends are optional only if agreed to by both parties and by approval of the Sales Contracting Officer, 48

hours prior to the weekend to be worked.

Government scales will be used for the purpose of weighing conveyance for outbound property.

Inspection
CDD Chief Reggie McFadden PHONE: 256-235-5304

CDD Deputy Chief Gail Haas PHONE 256-235-4202

Site POC: La-Tanya Williams PHONE: 256-235-7961

E-mail: LaTanya.Williams@dla.mil

Hours of Operation are Monday-Friday 0700-1400 except Holidays

Loading
Site POC: La-Tanya Williams PHONE: 256-235-7961

E-mail: LaTanya.Williams@dla.mil

Hours of Operation are Monday-Friday 0700-1400 except Holidays

Weekends are optional only if agreed to by both parties.

Buyer will load all property at Anniston CDD.

Buyer will be allowed to store loading equipment on site at Anniston CDD only when agreed upon by both the
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Government and buyer.

 

Sale by Reference Articles and Paragraphs
 
DEMIL OFF GOVERNMENT PREMISES

 

TO BE DEMILITARIZED BY PURCHASER OFF GOVERNMENT PREMISES.

"Sale By Reference, July 2012"

PART 05-I: US Munitions List (USML) Items

PART 05-K: US Munitions and Commerce Control List Items (USML/CCLI) Compliance

PART 06-B: Demilitarization or Mutilation on Other Than Government Premises

PART 06-C: Failure To Demilitarize or Mutilate

PART 06-D: Change in Contract Requirements

PART 07-E: Dangerous Property

 

Article Demilitarization

Article Inspection of Contract Performance

 

End Use Certificate Applies.

 

-----------------------------------------

 

DEMIL ON GOVERNMENT PREMISES

 

TO BE DEMILITARIZED BY PURCHASER ON GOVERNMENT PREMISES.

"Sale By Reference, July 2012"

PART 05-B: Convict Labor

PART 05-C: Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act-Overtime Compensation

PART 05-D: Liability and Insurance

PART 05-I: US Munitions List (USML) Items

PART 05-K: US Munitions and Commerce Control List Items (USML/CCLI) Compliance

PART 06-A: Demilitarization or Mutilation on Government Premises

PART 06-C: Failure to Demilitarize or Mutilate

PART 06-D: Change in Contract Requirements

PART 07-E: Dangerous Property

 

Article Demilitarization

Article Inspection of Contract Performance

 

End Use Certificate Applies.

 

-----------------------------------------

 

LIABILITY INSURANCE

 

"Sale By Reference, July 2012"

PART 05-B: Convict Labor

PART 05-C: Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act-Overtime Compensation

PART 05-D: Liability and Insurance

 

-----------------------------------------

 

PRE-AWARD MEETING

 

Pre-Award Meeting Applies.

 

-----------------------------------------

 

SALE BY REFERENCE PART 1: General Information and Instructions:  All conditions apply.
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-----------------------------------------

SALE BY REFERENCE PART 2: General Sale Terms and Conditions:  All conditions apply.

-----------------------------------------

SALE BY REFERENCE PART 4: Special Sealed Bid Term Conditions:  All conditions apply.

-----------------------------------------

SALE BY REFERENCE PART 5: Additional Special Circumstance Conditions - Miscellaneous:  As specified in item

detail.

-----------------------------------------

SALE BY REFERENCE PART 6: Additional Special Circumstance Conditions - Demilitarization and Mutilation:  As

specified in item detail.

-----------------------------------------

SALE BY REFERENCE PART 7: Additional Special Circumstance Conditions - Hazardous and Dangerous Property:  As

specified in item detail.

-----------------------------------------

SCRAP-TERM SALES ONLY

"Sale By Reference, July 2012"

PART 05-I: US Munitions List (USML) Items

PART 05-J: Commerce Control List Items (CCLI)

PART 05-K: US Munitions and Commerce Control List Items (USML/CCLI) Compliance

Article Bid and Pre-Payment Evaluation

End Use Certificate Applies.

-----------------------------------------

USED OIL, HAZARDOUS

"Sale By Reference, July 2012"

PART 07-C: Transporting Hazardous Material

PART 07-R: Disposition and Use of Hazardous Property

PART 07-S: Government's Right of Surveillance

PART 07-T: Right of Refusal for Hazardous Property

PART 07-U: Record Maintenance

PART 07-Y: Government's Right to Make Contingent Awards

Article Hazardous Property

RCRA Notice Applies.

Pre-Award Survey Applies.

Statement of Intent Applies.

-----------------------------------------

A 48 hour notice is required prior to inspection and/or removal of property.

-----------------------------------------

ARTICLE BID AND PRE-PAYMENT EVALUATION (TERM SALES TIED TO A MARKET)

6)
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The following market prices, as quoted at time of catalog production, will be used as a basis for evaluating

percent bids to determine high bidder for items tied to a market and for computing the pre-payment on this

sale.

 

ITEM     DESCRIPTION MARKET        PRICE

1       No. 2 Bundles (Philly)     $0.06

             AMM 4II

 

The pre-payment will be computed by applying the percentage bid by the above stated market price, multiplied

by a 1 year generation, multiplied by 20 percent. EXAMPLE...If the amount bid per pound for an item is 50

percent of market price and annual generation is 10,000 pounds.

Sample pre-payment computation with market price of $0.05 per (net ton/gross ton/lb) and with a one year

generation of 10,000 (net ton/gross ton/lb):

 

Market Price per Pound      $ 0.05

Percent of Market Price Bid      50 percent

Bid Price (lb)        0.025

Annual Generation       10,000 LBS

Price for 1 Year Generation       $250.00

Required Pre-Payment (20 percent of 1 Year)    $ 50.00

 

-----------------------------------------

 

ARTICLE BID PRICE DETERMINATION (TERM SALES TIED TO AMERICAN METAL MARKET)

 

a. The publication listed below will be used as a basis for determining the bid price for each item to be

included in the monthly billing statement. Billing price will be based on the highest quotation published

for each item as indicated. The market(s) listed below as quoted in the "AMERICAN METAL MARKET" Thursday

Edition for the first Wednesday of each month in which deliveries are made will be applied as follows:

                                                       ITEM           DESCRIPTION MARKET

1 No. 2 Bundles (Philly) AMM 4II

 

 

b. In the event that a zero market price, a negative market price, or no market price is published as

specified above, the last positive market price quoted in the publication will be used.

 

-----------------------------------------

 

ARTICLE GOVERNMENT'S RIGHT OF SURVEILLANCE

 

(a) The Government reserves the right to conduct inspections of the Purchaser's and/or its agent's

representatives, assignee's and/or vendee's transportation conveyances and/or equipment utilized to effect

removal of the property purchased under this Sales offering. Such actions may be accomplished prior to,

during and/or subsequent to removal of the property from Government premises. The Purchaser shall furnish

Government employees, or authorized representative with the free access and reasonable assistance required

to conduct such inspections.

(b) The Government reserves the right to conduct inspections of treatment, storage and disposal facilities

of the Purchaser, its agent, representative, assignee and vendee including the equipment, instrumentalities,

and records thereof. Such action may be accomplished prior to, during and subsequent to removal of property

from Government premises. The Purchaser shall furnish Government employees, or authorized representative

with free access and assistance as requested to conduct such inspections.

(c) Where the Purchaser transfers any property acquired under this contract to a third party, the Purchaser

warrants that by the terms of that transfer, the Government shall retain all rights and privileges conferred

upon it by parts a and b of this clause.

 

-----------------------------------------

 

ARTICLE PERMITS

 

The Purchaser shall be responsible for obtaining any necessary licenses and permits, and for complying with

all Federal, State and Local laws and regulations in connection with the prosecution of the work. The
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required permits and licenses including those required to transport and dispose of hazardous and toxic waste

regulated by RCRA and TSCA. This responsibility requirement will be a matter of inquiry during the Sales

Contracting Officer's pre-award evaluation of the offeror's capability to satisfactorily perform the

contract. It will also be a continuing matter of inquiry by the Sales Contracting Officer during the

Purchaser's performance of the sales contract.

 

-----------------------------------------

 

ARTICLE PERMITS HAZARDOUS

 

The Purchaser shall be responsible for obtaining any necessary licenses and permits, and for complying with

all Federal, State and Local laws and regulations in connection with the prosecution of the work. The

required permits and licenses including those required to transport and dispose of hazardous and toxic waste

regulated by RCRA and TSCA. This responsibility requirement will be a matter of inquiry during the Sales

Contracting Officer's pre-award evaluation of the offeror's capability to satisfactorily perform the

contract. It will also be a continuing matter of inquiry by the Sales Contracting Officer during the

Purchaser's performance of the sales contract regulations effect it and for compliance therewith. However,

at a minimum this/these item(s) must be manifested on the EPA Uniform Hazardous Waste Manifest form or, if

the state so dictates, the state modified Uniform Hazardous Waste form for movement by a licensed

transporter. Purchaser must provide to the Sales Contracting Officer the state permit/registration number of

the transporter prior to award as well as provide and complete all required manifest documents prior to each

hazardous waste removal. Additionally, within 30 days after removal, the Purchaser must provide to the Sales

Contracting Officer a copy of the completed manifest showing receipt of the property at the facility shown

on the manifest. Purchaser is cautioned that if this property is treated, stored, or disposed of in

this/these state(s) or any other state where it is considered a hazardous waste it must be removed directly

to a state/EPA permitted treatment, storage and disposal facility. In such instances, the permit number of

the facility must also be provided prior to award.

 

-----------------------------------------

 

ARTICLE PRE-PAYMENT AND PAYMENTS ON TERM CONTRACTS

 

(a) For each item awarded, a pre-payment of 20 percent of the total price estimated for a 1 year's

generation is required and must be submitted within 10 working days after award of contract or sooner if

purchaser is notified that property is available for removal and must be removed within the specified

timeframe stated in the Auction. No property will be released to the purchaser or his duly authorized agent

before pre-payment has been received by the Sales Contracting Officer. The Pre-payment submitted by the

Purchaser will be retained by the Government and applied against the last delivery affected under the

contract.

(b) All payments, including those for storage charges, liquidated damages and interest must be in U.S.

currency. Acceptable payments may be made by  cashier's check, certified check, traveler's check, bank

draft, money order or credit card (Master Card, Visa, Discover Card, American Express). Make checks payable

to the U.S. Treasury. When a credit card is used as payment, the credit card number, the name as printed on

the credit card, and the expiration date must be provided. All credit card transactions are limited to

$24,999.99.  Credit card transactions greater than $24,999.99 may not be split into two (2) or more

transactions over one (1) or multiple days.  Bidders whose payment is accompanied by a letter of credit or

who have on file an approved bid bond (SF 24 or SF 34) may make their payments by uncertified personal or

company checks, but only up to an amount equal to the penal sum of their bond or the amount of their letter

of credit.

(c) If for any reason, a bidder's personal or company check is not honored for payment by the payer bank

upon initial presentation for payment by the processing bank, the Government may, after notifying the

bidder, require the bidder to make all future payments by cash, cashier's check, certified check, traveler's

check, bank draft or money order.

(d) Successful bidders that wish to make payment via credit card for property awarded can do so by providing

language substantially as follows:

I (WE) AUTHORIZE THE SALES CONTRACTING OFFICER TO OBTAIN PAYMENT BY CREDIT CARD FOR ANY ITEMS I AM (WE ARE)

AWARDED ON THIS SALE.

Any necessary adjustments in accordance with the condition of sale entitled "Adjustment or Variation in

Quantity or Weight" will be applied to the card as a debit or credit.

(e) Personal checks will be accepted for payments of debt interest, liquidated damages, overages and storage

charges for amounts of $25.00 or less.
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(f) All payments should be addressed and mailed or delivered to:

   DLA Disposition Services

   ATTN: Cashier

   74 N. Washington

   Battle Creek, MI 49037

 Credit card payments may be faxed to: 269-961-7230

 (g) Credit card payment within the United States can be made using the web site at:

https://www.pay.gov/paygov/forms/formInstance.html?agencyFormId=25176217

(h) Should you need to make payment for less than $1.00, you cannot use the web site credit card payment

method. You must complete the manual credit card form and fax it to 269-961-7230.

(i) Regardless of how you pay, to avoid delays at the DLA Disposition Services sites when you go to pickup

property, payment should be received in Battle Creek at least 24 hours in advance of your scheduled pickup

of property.

 

-----------------------------------------

 

ARTICLE SCRAP WARRANTY

 

The Purchaser represents, warrants and certifies to the U.S. Government that this property will be scrapped

by pulping, shredding, or other equally complete manner which precludes any recognition or reconstruction of

the items. The Purchaser further represents, warrants and certifies that he is purchasing the property as

scrap and that he will only use it as scrap. Notwithstanding any other provisions of this contract to the

contrary, title to the property shall not vest in the Purchaser until all required scrapping has been

accomplished. Should the Purchaser fail for any reason to complete the scrapping within 30 days after each

removal of the property, or such additional time as may be granted by the Contracting Officer, and furnish

the Contracting Officer with a certificate to the effect that such scrapping has been accomplished, the

Government shall have the right to repossess the property charging the Purchaser with all costs incurred by

the Government in repossessing and reselling the property including any direct loss on amount of the resale.

At the time of taking delivery the Purchaser must advise the Contracting Officer where scrapping will be

accomplished.

 

-----------------------------------------

 

ARTICLE TERMINATION

 

Notwithstanding the provisions of Condition 6 of Part 4, Sale of Government Property Special Sealed Bid-Term

Conditions (Standard Form 114C-2, Apr 01) of DRMS pamphlet ""Sale by Reference"", July 2012, this contract

may be terminated by either party without cost to the Government upon 60 days written notice to the other,

to be calculated from the date the notice is mailed.

 

-----------------------------------------

 

END USE CERTIFICATE

 

End Use Certificate applies and must be completed and submitted at the Sales Contracting Officer's request,

prior to award.

 

-----------------------------------------

 

MAINTENANCE FREE/NON-MAINTENANCE FREE BATTERIES WARNING

 

Care should be taken when recycling batteries. A toxic gas that can be formed when lead-calcium and lead

antimony batteries are melted down, could be fatal if inhaled.

 

-----------------------------------------

 

PRE-AWARD SURVEY

 

Prior to the award of a contract, the Sales Contracting Officer (SCO) or his authorized representative, will

determine whether the potential Purchaser has the necessary permits/licenses, experience, organization and

technical qualifications (either through its own facilities or the facilities of another firm) to handle
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materials of the nature offered herein and is capable of complying with all applicable Federal, State and

Local Laws, Ordinances and Regulations.

 

-----------------------------------------

 

RESOURCE CONSERVATION AND RECOVERY ACT NOTICE

 

EPA Hazardous Waste Regulations, 40 CFR Part 260 et seq, published at 45 Federal Register 33063-33285, May

19, 1980, became effective on November 19, 1980. These cradle-to-grave regulations detail the

responsibilities of generators, transporters, treaters, storers and disposers of hazardous waste. Civil and

criminal penalties are available for noncompliance. While the material offered under this solicitation is

not subject to these regulations in its present form, subsequent actions taken with regard to the material

may cause a hazardous waste to come into existence. Purchaser is cautioned that they are solely responsible

to ascertain the extent to which these regulations affect it and to comply therewith.

 

-----------------------------------------

 

SALES CONTRACTING OFFICER - CONUS

 

Todd Koleski phone number 269-961-5993 email Todd.Koleski@DLA.MIL

 

DO NOT EMAIL BIDS OR CALL IN BIDS DIRECTLY TO THE SALES CONTRACTING OFFICER. PLEASE BID ON LINE VIA THE

SALES WEB. IF UNABLE TO MAKE THE BID ON LINE YOU CAN FAX BIDS TO 269-961-7568 OR EMAIL THEM TO

DRMSSALESBIDS@DLA.MIL

 

 

-----------------------------------------

 

STATEMENT OF INTENT

 

The Statement of Intent must be completed and submitted upon Sales Contracting Officer's request.

 

-----------------------------------------

 

TIRE NOTE FOR SCRAP AND USABLE

 

NOTE: It is the Purchaser's responsibility to comply with interstate regulations in regard to proper

certification of used tire casings.

 

-----------------------------------------

 

TORCH CUTTING

 

NOTE: Torch cutting will be allowed with permit from the Fire Marshal.

 

Approvals
 




